A Few Minutes with the Boss
By: Joseph Andalina

Gentlemen
Mid-September, America endured three more terror attacks, despite what the “left” would hazard
to call them. To those idiots, it’s always — we don’t have all the information yet, so let’s be
careful not to label anything. Slang for let’s not call it terror, radical Islam, or a war on religion,
centuries old that some groups just can’t let go. Don’t you wish they will say that when there is a
police shooting of a minority? Then — if it’s racism, arrest the officer, indict him, send him to
jail by next Tuesday!
But I digress.
In Minnesota, a real brave jerk-off went into a wild frenzy and stabbed 10 people, all in the name
of religion, Allah, or whatever excuse they need to main and kill Americans. ISIS claimed credit.
But a really, really, brave officer put an end to that carnage while off-duty, while he was
shopping, by drilling the asshole’s body with multiple bullets. Amen to Officer Jason Falconer. I
hear he was an ex-chief, too. Very rare when any kind of chief knows what hand he can find his
weapon — but this one can, so props to him. This ex-chief has stones.
Then two separate incidents of bombings occurred in New Jersey and New York with one
causing 29 injuries to innocent folks.
In the subsequent manhunt, two police officers in Linden, NY, found a dude sleeping in the
entrance of a building. They woke him up and recognized him as the wanted bombing suspect.
They asked him to show his hands, and instead he pulled out his weapon and shot one officer. He
then fled, shooting into random cars on the street.
The officers fired back, wounding the dirt bag, rendering him helpless on the street.
So we have one officer shot, but a bullet-proof vest saved him. One officer received facial
injuries from shrapnel and a third officer was taken to the hospital with a possible heart issue
when his blood pressure was elevated during the altercation.
A graphic showing the professionalism and decency of public safety people shows the “stroke”
on a gurney being treated. Only in America could such a human perversion be treated with
dignity.
He will be arrested, brought to a hospital, given a lawyer and brought to trial, even though he is a
bastard for sure.
But what got me going is the police brass discussing the shooting and on multiple occasions,
calling this piece of puke a “gentleman.”

To paraphrase what the captain said, the officer aroused the gentlemen from his sleep, the
gentleman fired at the officers, etc. Gentleman? Really?
No, that’s not right. The cops were gentlemen, the paramedics, too. Not this a—hole identified as
Ahmad Khan Rahami. Back in my day of policing (I know, who cares) a mere 10 years after
President Kennedy was assassinated and a career that lasted until Prince’s party of 1999), we had
other names for these punks. Suspect, offender, perp, a—hole, slimbag, s---head, garbage and
many others too descriptive for this family column.
In days when football “heroes” like Colonosopy Kaeperdick denigrates cops by his choice of
apparel — police captains can call this guy a gentlemen — something is really wrong. FUBAR’d
would you say?
Gentlemen he is not.
But praise once again for the good guys. Pride, Integrity, Guts!
Vita é bella

